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SOLUTION OF A PROBLEM ON JOINTONE-DIMENSIONAL FILTRATION OFNON-HOMOGENEOUS INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDSIN A POROUS MEDIUM BY NUMERICALMETHODS
AbstractIn the introduced work the problem on joint one-dimensional �ltration ofnon-homogeneous and incompressible uids in a porous medium is investigatedby numerical methods. The non-uniform mobile coordinated grid is applied fornumerical solution of the problem. Distribution of pressure and water-saturationalong a layer is de�ned.

The circuit of a solution suggested in the work on the non-uniform mobile coor-dinated grid allows to receive even at a small amount of knots a solution practicallycoincident with an exact solution.
Introduction.By evacuating oil with the help of gallery of walls there is a zone of a joint�ltration of uids which eventually reach gallery of wells and after that water en-croachment of a well happens.Therefore, to de�ne sizes and regularities of travel of this zone in due courseis of great theoretical and practical importance. Taking into account all physicalfactors inuencing on the process of displacement of one uid by another in a porousmedium at mathematical description of process reduces as a rule, to complicatedmathematical models, representing the systems of non-linear partial equations [2,6]. We manage to realize the analytical solution of such systems only for the idealizedmodels, in remaining cases it is necessary to use various numerical methods [4, 5,6].In the papers [5, 6, 7], devoted to numerical solutions of one-dimensional prob-lems of a �ltration of two-phase uids, the range of coordinate is covered by a gridof a constant step.However, it should be noted that the ignoring the capillary forces between phasesleads to a saturation shock in mathematical model.As, at the front the saturation varies promptly, by a saltus from �n magnitudeup to magnitude �� [1,2].In a zone behind the front, the saturation varies with distance rather slowly.This zone is called "non-stabilized" because distribution of a saturation in it varies,with �nd but as it is marked above, the saturation varies very little.On the contrary, the zone near to front of displacement is called stabilized asthe saturation in it doesn't vary with time and distance. In this zone velocity of thelinear travel of front of constant saturation is steady, as distribution of saturationremains parallel to itself [2].Therefore, it is expedient to divide an interval of the continuous change of satura-tion into equal parts which di�ers from a division of an interval of prompt, step-wise
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change of saturation. Hence in the introduced paper the considered problem isinvestigated on a non-uniform mobile coordinated grid.Method of a numerical solution of the investigated problem on a nonuniform mo-bile coordinated grid suggested in the paper allows to obtain more exact numericalsolution, than at the uniform grid, as at a grid with constant step.

Mathematical model of joint �ltration of two uids in porous medium.The one-dimensional �ltration of an incompressible two-phase uid in porousmedium ignoring the inuence of capillary and gravitation forces is de�ned by thefollowing simultaneous partial equations [2]
@@x
�K1 (�)�1 @P@x

� = @�@t (1)
@@x
�K2 (�)�2 @P@x

� = �
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where x = x1=L; p = p0=�P; �P = P 0 (0)�P 0 (L) ; � = �1; t = K�Pt0= �mL2� ;L is length of a bed, K1 (�) and K2 (�) are relative phase permeability of uids, �1and �2 are viscosities of uid, index 1 corresponds to water, 2 to oil, �n � � � �m;�n is saturation of a bed-connected with water, 1��m is residual oil saturation of abed, X 0; P 0; t0 are dimensional linear coordinate, pressure and time with initial andboundary conditions P (x; t) jx=0 = P (0) (3)
P (x; t) jx=L = P (L) (4)
P (x; t) jt=0 = �0 (x) (5)After adding equations (1) and (2) we'll obtain
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If the summary velocity of �ltration is given
W (t) = V1 + V2 = �

�K1 (�)�1 + K2 (�)�2
� @P@x = �f (�; �1; �2) @P@x ; (7)

where f (�; �1; �2) = K1(�)�1 +K2(�)�2 , then after putting @P@x from (7), being a corollaryof equation (6), in equation (1) Bakley-Leverett's equation [9] is obtained:
@�@t = �W (t)F 0 (�; �0) @�@x (8)

where �0 = �1�2 ; F (�; �0) = K1 (�)K1 (�) + �K1 (�) .F (�; �0) Bakley-Leverett's function, fraction of water in ow.
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The following solution of equation (8) is known, by method of characteristic [2]

X (�; t) = X (�; 0) + tZ
0

W (t)F 0 (�; �0) dt : (9)
For elimination of a multivalence of the function � = � (x; t) jump of saturationis introduced, and the front saturation �� is de�ned by formula [2]

(�f � �n)F 0 (�f ; �0) = F (�f ) (10)
For the solution of a �ltration problem at the given pressure drop it is necessaryto integrate the system, consisting of equations (6) and (1). Following M.A.Charniy[2] it is easy to obtain the formula for de�nition of the time, required that, a pointwith saturation �� reaches the end of a rectangular bed at �P = const

t =
0@��Z
�m

�0F 0 (�; �0) d�K1 (�) + �0K2 (�) � F 0 (��)K2 (�n)
1A 
22 + 
K2 (�n) (11)

where 
 = tR
0
W (t) dt, formula (11) is valid only up to the moment of arrival of frontto the end of the bed , i.e. X = X (��; t) � 1.In �ssured medium provided the isotropy of its �ltrational properties, motion ofmixture of water and oil will happen as well as in porous medium, but with othersizes of grains (blocks of rock) and pore channels (cracks). Therefore, by studying�ltration processes of two-phase uid in a �ssured bed it is possible to use thosetheoretical and experimental positions of Bakley-Leverett's theory, that have beenstated in many papers including [1-3], [5-9].On the basis of the investigations of such motion which has been lead by manyauthors, it is possible to make rather essential assumption about a linear dependencebetween the relative phase permeability and saturation. Therefore, for two-phasemotion of uids in equations (1), (2) and (6) we'll accept, that

K1 (�) = �; K2 (�) = 1� �; (0 � � � 1) ; (12)
then this equations will describe permutation of oil-water contact (OWC) in a pow-erful �ssured bed at distribution of pressures on normal lines to a bedding underthe hydrostatic law ignoring gravitational and capillary forces [1, 3, 5].As is noted above, in overwhelming majority of papers, connected with a nu-merical solution of an one-dimensional problem of �ltration of a two-phase uid therange of coordinate X 0 is coated with a grid of a �xed step h = L=N , where Nis entire on whose nodes all over on equation (6) pressure P is found and then onequation (1) new values of saturation � (in the following moment of time) are found.In the present paper it is suggested to solve simultaneous equations (6), (1) on thenon-uniform mobile coordinated grid tracking for permutation of points of the givensaturation.

Mathematical solution of the problem.
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The case (OWC) is investigated. Let there be some initial position of OWC

0 � � � 1; @�=@x � 0:
The interval of change � is divided into N equal parts �� = 1=N .Points OWC, whose saturation is �i = 1� (t� 1)�� di�er.On an axis x to the points OWC will correspond nodes of a grid

X0 = 0; X1; X2; X3; :::; XN ; XN+1; XN+2 = 1
with a variable step hi = Xi �Xi=1.The conservative �nite-diiference analog on a non-uniform grid of equations (6)is recorded according to [4]

1
~i
24f

��i+ 1
2
�1; �2� (Pi+1 � Pi)hi+1 �

f ��i+ 1
2
�1; �2� (Pi � Pi�1)hi

35 = 0 (13)
where 1 � i � N + 1, �i+1=2 = (�i+1 + �i) =2; �i�1=2 = (�i + �i�1) =2,

�0 = �1=2 = �1 = 1; �N+1 = �N+1+1=2 = �N+1 = 0; ~i = (hi + hi+1) =2:
The values of Pi at the given P0 = 1; PN+2 = 0 are de�ned from (13) by thesweep method.In the paper [5] at solving problem on �ltration of a two-phase uid or permu-tation OWC the function � = � (x; t) was substituted by the function X = X (�; t)that leads to the following @�@t = �

@x@t
�@x@�

� (14)
After record according to [4] conservative �nite-di�erence analogs of the left-hand part of equation (1) and substitutions (9) in right-hand side of equation (1)the explicit scheme for de�nition of new values is obtained.

Xk+1t = Xki � �t�0
"K1

��i+1=2� (Pi+1 � Pi)hki+1 �
K1

��i�1=2� (Pi � Pi�1)hki
# Xki
~ki ; (15)

where Xki = �Xki�1 �Xki+1� = (2��) ; ~ki = �hki + hki+1� =2;
at 2 � i � N at ~k1 = hk2=2;at i = N + 1; XkN+1

�XkN �XkN+1
� =��; ~kN+1 = ~kN+1=2 :The results of a numerical solution of a problem about permutation of OWC atthe initial moment t = 0 in the bed there is only an oil x (�; 0) = 0.At t > 0 water inows to the bed at the given pressures in the entry of the bedP (0) = 1 and in the exit of the bed P (1) = 0. The positions of OWC at t = �t arede�ned by correlation (9), where tR

0
W (t) dt = �t.After that distribution of pressures P (x) on (13) is de�ned at P0 = 1 andPN+2 = 0, and then new position of OWC X (�; t) on (15) and so on until XN+1
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reaches exit section of the bed. During the calculation the amount of the inow andoutow uids is de�ned


1 = tZ
0

V1 (t) dtjx=0 and 
2 = tZ
0

V2 (t) dtjx=1;
the obvious balance correlation is checkedtZ

0

V1 (t) dtjx=0 = tZ
0

x (�; t) d�; (16)
and also the values ofX (�; t) found by di�erence method are compared atX (�; 0) =0 with the ones found by formula (9). Calculations were carried out at �0 = 0; 5;�t = 0; 0025; N = 40.At calculation 
1 coincides with 
2 up to 10 signs, the balance correlation (16)is ful�lled up to 5 signs. The greatest distinction between the values X (�; t), foundunder the explicit scheme (15) and determined by formula (9) are observed at i = 1and i = N + 1. At remaining points up to 5 signs (table 1) coincide.

Table 1
i 1 2 3 39 40 41xi by (15) 0,100916 0,109241 0,110312 0,295243 0,350247 0,405800by (9) 0,101537 0,109240 0,110311 0,295241 0,350243 0,413201
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